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Catwings A Catwings Tale
After several false starts, Mrs. Medley,
loaded with gear, sets out for the beach with
her grandson Max and her dog Word.
A mini-edition sequel to Catwings follows
four winged tabby cats as they return to the
city of their birth to find their mother and
a new companion.
The recipient of numerous literary prizes,
including the National Book Award, the Kafka
Award, and the Pushcart Prize, Ursula K. Le
Guin is renowned for her lyrical writing,
rich characters, and diverse worlds. The
Wind's Twelve Quarters collects seventeen
powerful stories, each with an introduction
by the author, ranging from fantasy to
intriguing scientific concepts, from medieval
settings to the future. Including an
insightful foreword by Le Guin, describing
her experience, her inspirations, and her
approach to writing, this stunning collection
explores human values, relationships, and
survival, and showcases the myriad talents of
one of the most provocative writers of our
time.
“A fantastical travel guide, reminiscent of
Gulliver’s Travels,” from a narrator with
“the eye of an anthropologist and the humor
of a satirist.” —USA Today Hailed by Neil
Gaiman as “a master of the craft” and
Margaret Atwood as “a quintessentially
American writer,” Ursula K. Le Guin is at her
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entertaining, thought-provoking best in this
collection of ingeniously linked stories.
Missing a flight, waiting in an airport,
listening to garbled announcements—who
doesn’t hate that misery? But Sita Dulip of
Cincinnati finds a way to bypass the long
lines, the crowded restrooms, the nasty food,
the whimpering children and domineering
parents, the bookless bookstores, the plastic
chairs bolted to the floor. . . . With a kind
of twist and a slipping bend, easier to do
than to describe, Sita travels not to Denver
but to Strupsirts, a picturesque region of
waterspouts and volcanoes. Or to Djeyo, where
she can stay for two nights with a balcony
overlooking the amber Sea of Somue. This new
method of “changing planes” enables Sita to
visit bizarre societies and cultures that
sometimes mirror our own . . . and sometimes
open doors into the thrillingly alien. A New
York Times Notable Book and Los Angeles Times
bestseller, featuring illustrations by Eric
Beddows, Changing Planes is your boarding
pass to fifteen worlds that are vintage Le
Guin, from a recipient of the PEN/Malamud
Award for excellence in the art of the short
story.
Wonderful Alexander and the Catwings
More Tales of the Catwings
Leese Webster
Allergic to Girls, School, and Other Scary
Things
Tales of the Catwings
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"Bats have wings, but do cats? No, of course not! In this
entertaining book designed to both instruct and delight, young
audiences encounter actual animal traits paired with
impossible ones. Or what if they're not all far-fetched?"-Although Marianne is sick and has to stay in bed, she is
cheered up by medicinal treatment from her two cats.
A rich, poetic, and socially relevant version of the great
spiritual and philosophical classic of Taoism, the Tao Te
Ching—from one of America's leading literary figures In this
landmark modern-day rendition of the ancient Taoist classic,
Ursula K. Le Guin presents Lao Tzu’s time-honored and
astonishingly powerful philosophy like never before. Drawing
on a lifetime of contemplation and including extensive
personal commentary throughout, she offers an unparalleled
window into the text’s awe-inspiring, immediately relatable
teachings and their inestimable value for our troubled world.
Jargon-free but still faithful to the poetic beauty of the original
work, Le Guin's unique translation is sure to be welcomed by
longtime readers of the Tao Te Ching as well as those
discovering the text for the first time.
When Sparrowhawk, the Archmage of Earthsea, returns from
the dark land stripped of his magic powers, he finds refuge
with the aging widow Tenar and a crippled girl child who
carries an unknown destiny.
Fish Soup
Not the Piano, Mrs. Medley!
Tom Mouse
Book Four
Bat Wings! Cat Wings?

When Jane, a cat with wings, leaves the safety of
her farm to explore the world, she falls into the
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hands of a man who keeps her prisoner and
exploits her for money.
Snuggle up and get cozy with this beautiful,
happy collection of 4 tales. Full of stories about
family and love, this treasury is the perfect way
for parent and child to relax and unwind
together.
Explores further the magical world of Earthsea
through five tales of events which occur before
or after the time of the original novels, as well
as an essay on the people, languages, history,
and magic of the place.
Sutty, an Observer from Earth for the
interstellar Ekumen, has been assigned to a new
world—a world in the grips of a stern monolithic
state, the Corporation. Embracing the
sophisticated technology brought by other
worlds and desiring to advance even faster into
the future, the Akans recently outlawed the
past, the old calligraphy, certain words, all
ancient beliefs and ways; every citizen must now
be a producer-consumer. Their state, not unlike
the China of the Cultural Revolution, is one of
secular terrorism. Traveling from city to small
town, from loudspeakers to bleating cattle,
Sutty discovers the remnants of a banned
religion, a hidden culture. As she moves deeper
into the countryside and the desolate
mountains, she learns more about the
Telling—the old faith of the Akans—and more
about herself. With her intricate creation of an
alien world, Ursula K. Le Guin compels us to
reflect on our own recent history.
A Ride on the Red Mare's Back
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Catwings Return
The Legend of Mistletoe and the Christmas
Kittens
Buffalo Gals and Other Animal Presences
The Telling
Jess’s cartoons are actually beginning to
take off. A local comic store wants to use
them in a campaign and she is in danger of
becoming really rather famous (at school).
This leads to some tensions with her friends.
Why can’t people be happy for her? It’s not
as if success is going to her head,
oranything. Or actually that it’s anything
like successat all... Jess’s cartoons are
actually beginning to take off. A local comic
store wants to use them in a campaign and she
is in danger of becoming really rather famous
(at school). This leads to some tensions with
her friends. Why can’t people be happy for
her? It’s not as if success is going to her
head, oranything. Or actually that it’s
anything like successat all... Jess’s
cartoons are actually beginning to take off.
A local comic store wants to use them in a
campaign and she is in danger of becoming
really rather famous (at school). This leads
to some tensions with her friends. Why can’t
people be happy for her? It’s not as if
success is going to her head, oranything. Or
actually that it’s anything like successat
all...
A giraffe and a boa constrictor go to sea in
a small boat and are swallowed by Solomon
Leviathan, the ancient whale who swallowed
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Jonah and Pinocchio.
Wishing to visit their mother, two winged
cats leave their new country home to return
to the city, where they discover a winged
kitten in a building about to be demolished.
John Jensen, a crocodile, cannot quite
understand why he feels so different from
everyone else, but a kindly doctor reassures
him that no one is exactly the same as anyone
else.
Tales from Earthsea
The Catwings Box Set
A Shaker Hymn
Tehanu
The Night Fairy

A palace spider's extraordinary webs, which imitate
paintings and carvings, take a new turn when she is
thrown out into the garden.
With the aid of her magic wooden horse, a brave girl
travels to the High House in the mountains to rescue
her kidnapped brother from the trolls.
Wishing to visit their mother, the winged cats leave
their new country home to return to the city, where
they discover a winged kitten in a building on the
verge of being demolished.
After being rescued by a flying cat, Alexander the cat
decides to make good on a promise to do wonderful
things.
Catbug Dreams & Things
Changing Planes
How to Catch a Yeti
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A Catwings Tale
Catwings
Wonderful Alexander and the CatwingsScholastic
Inc.
A young boy in Concord, Massachusetts, who loves
superheroes and comes from a long line of brave
Chinese farmer-warriors, wants to make friends, but
first he must overcome his fear of everything.
A traveling artist takes the reader through a
collection of illustrations of fantastical hybrid
creatures.
Here's a book With something new - You read to me!
I'll read to you! We'll read each page To one another
- You'll read one side, I the other. But who will read Now guess this riddle - When the words are In the
middle? The answer's easy! Plain as pie! We'll read
together, You and I.
A Visit from Dr. Katz
The Wind's Twelve Quarters
Jane on Her Own
John Jensen Feels Different
An Entertaining Story

Is everyday life a little dull? Step into Catbug’s
dream world where carousels are made out of fudge
and shoes are made out of licorice. Bust a move with
DJ Shap Fancybone then go spelunking in the caves
of Testeramus Dibble Clamp-5. Find out what over 4
million people who watched the Catbug episode of
Cartoon Hangover's Bravest Warriors are talking
about. Bravest Warriors writer, Jason Johnson,
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wrote all new lines, while illustrator, Miles Cook, took
Catbug’s dreams and made them a cute and crazy
reality. Catbug is voiced by beloved Bravest Warriors
voice actor, Sam Lavagnino. Everyone loves
Catbug!! brEach of the 10 books in the series feature
hilarious one liners that you can’t stop quoting.
Collect them all!!
Four young cats with wings leave the city slums in
search of a safe place to live, finally meeting two
children with kind hands.
When a hobo cat tells Tom Mouse tales of travel, he
boards a train headed for Chicago -- and an
adventure in a world that's big and scary and exciting
and beautiful. From a much-lauded and best-selling
author, Tom Mouse is a tale of a mouse, a train, and
a woman with a pocketful of surprises.
What would happen to a fairy if she lost her wings
and could no longer fly? Flory, a young night fairy no
taller than an acorn and still becoming accustomed
to her wings — wings as beautiful as those of a luna
moth — is about to find out. What she discovers is
that the world is very big and very dangerous. But
Flory is fierce and willing to do whatever it takes to
survive. If that means telling others what to do — like
Skuggle, a squirrel ruled by his stomach — so be it.
Not every creature, however, is as willing to bend to
Flory’s demands. Newbery Medal winner Laura Amy
Schlitz and world-renowned illustrator and miniaturist
Angela Barrett venture into the realm of the
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illustrated classic — a classic entirely and exquisitely
of their making, and a magnificent adventure.
Simple Gifts
Unnatural Selections
My Snuggle Up Storytime Treasury
My Great Success and Other Failures
You Read to Me, I'll Read to You: Very Short Stories
to Read Together

A Shaker hymn is transformed into lavish
pictures of an irresistible cat, the bluebird
of happiness, a sweet rabbit, a calm turtle,
and the flowers that bloom, bend, and bow,
by a Caldecott Honor-winning illustrator.
Reprint.
Lulu and her cousin Rocky are visiting
Music City--Nashville! There are so many
fun things to see and do, like visiting the
Goo-Goo Shop to make the famous candies,
climbing the dragon at Fannie Mae Dees
Park, and standing on the stage of Ryman
Auditorium. Written by Barbara Joosse and
illustrated by Renée Graef, this third book in
the Our City Adventures series explores the
city of Nashville, visiting well-known sites
like the Country Music Hall of Fame and the
Adventure Science Center, as well as
unexpected gems.
From the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling team comes a new, epic winter
adventure in the How to Catch series! When
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our brilliant Catch Club Kids hear about the
legendary Yeti, they head to the mountains
to catch a glimpse and prove it really exists!
Full of hilarious high jinks, bright
illustrations, and clever STEM traps, this
funny picture book for kids is a fun-filled
ride you won't want to miss! Will our Catch
Club Kids prove the Yeti exists, or will he
remain a mystery to the world? We've all
heard unexplained tales of the Yeti, Bigfoot,
Sasquatch, and more... do YOU have what it
takes to catch one? Find out in this actionpacked story for children, the perfect read
aloud all winter, as a Christmas gift for kids,
for classroom activities, and beyond! Legend
has it there lives a beast we really want to
meet. He's extra huge with snow-white fur
and giant, fuzzy feet! I know the Yeti does
exist, and I can prove it too! And with my
friends, we'll find him fast before the day is
through! Also in the How to Catch Series:
How to Catch a Unicorn How to Catch a
Snowman How to Catch a Dinosaur How to
Catch an Elf How to Catch a Monster and
more!
When the Thinking Man of Moha and the
Writing Woman of Maho talk about having a
child, two children appear, shaped by the
friends' expectations of what a child should
be.
Alvin Ho
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Cat Dreams
Lulu & Rocky in Nashville
Stories
Presents a feline dreamland where it rains
mice, all the dogs have run away, and a big
bowl of kibbles and cream is waiting.
Minnie, formerly a cat but now a woman
with many cattish ways, helps Tibbs, a
newspaper reporter, with information she
gets from her many feline friends.
Mistletoe was born on Christmas day and
when the other kittens saw him . . . they all
ran away. Mistletoe had given up hope of
ever having a home, but when he finds
three little lost kittens his unselfish acts of
kindness and a surprise gift from Santa
change all that. This fixed-layout ebook,
which preserves the design and layout of
the original print book, features read-along
narration.
Acclaimed author Ursula Le Guin's
acclaimed stories of the magical winged
cats are packaged together in this beautiful
paperback boxed collection. The four awardwinning stories of the Catwings are brought
together in a brand-new, beautiful boxed
set for the first time ever. Now readers can
follow all of the adventures of the winged
cats who escape the dangerous and dirty
city to live in the countryside. From the
original four cats, James, Roger, Thelma and
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Harriet, to their new friends, Jane and
Alexander, the fantasy that is so
wonderfully realistic is brought to life by S.
D. Schindler's delicate, yet vibrant
illustrations.
Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching
Minnie
A Book about the Way and the Power of the
Way
Solomon Leviathan's Nine Hundred and
Thirty-first Trip Around the World

Style icon India Hicks's charming take on
entertaining, featuring dreamy tablescapes, found
centerpieces, and enjoyable family anecdotes.
Daughter of the late David Hicks and goddaughter
to Prince Charles, India Hicks is known for her
irreverent take on style. In her previous books, she
invited readers into her homes on Harbour Island
and in England. For her third book, India presents
her own slightly madcap spin on entertaining.
Organized by meal, the book begins marvelously
with the most important meal of the day--cocktail
hour--and ends with breakfast. In between, there
are family suppers and big dinners, birthday cakes
and Christmas crackers, great British breakfasts,
quick teas and long lunches, mustard pots as
vases, and bedcovers for tablecloths. Like India,
these stories are full of personality, from the Panic
Dinner (or what to do when you suddenly have a
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crowd descending) to the Naked Cake (cake
decorating for the harried or untalented) to a
White Christmas in the Bahamas. Each celebration
includes clever advice and inspiration for place
settings, homemade flower arrangements, table
design, and more. These are parties that make use
of what is on hand, whether it's beach towels
thrown down a long table, children's candy piled in
cups on a tray, or massing palm fronds collected
from the lawn. Beautifully photographed and
embellished here and there with a bit of Hicks
family lore, the book is rounded out with a
sprinkling of recipes from India's beloved cook,
Claire Williams, fondly known as Top Banana, and
other family members, from traditional English
fare such as Victoria Sponge to tropical treats
such as the Marquess's Banana Daiquiri.
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